
 2020 Library Visit Interview Form 

Library Name:  E.D. Locke Public Library  

 

Certification Grade: 1 

 

Date of visit: 10/19/2020 

 

Library staff present at the visit: Heidi Cox  

 

SCLS staff present: Michelle Karls 

 

Amount of time spent at visit: 50 minutes 

 

[Please limit this section to the answers to the specific questions, and include as much detail as 

possible. Report other information or observations in the “other information” section below. 

 

1. What has your library done since our last visit that you’re really excited about?   

a. Are there any memorable moments that stand out 

1. They have added some virtual services since the pandemic started.  

They are rolling out Press Reader and have added a Highlights 

subscription with the school that includes a lot of early reader virtual 

content, which has been difficult to find.  They have also added New 

York Times online.  Their children’s virtual programming has been 

popular (viewership is up 500%) and they are getting views from across 

the country.  They have worked with the cable company and put out 

some PSA’s that are available on their YouTube channel.  They have 

received new self-checks from the CARES Act grant that have been 

installed.  They have also installed a new book drop inside the building 

in the foyer so it’s more central and will protect staff from COVID-19 

(They closed the book drop at desk).  Their outside book drop has been 

open during the pandemic.  They found at time that it was “waist high” 

with books and that patrons from other libraries were travelling to MCF 

to return items if their home library didn’t have a book drop open.  They 

are conducting a space needs study, talking about expanding the 

building/library service, and planning to do some literary themed events 

in October 2021.  They are working on putting equipment in meeting 

rooms, so they can offer virtual or in-person attendance.  They have 

saved on travel expenses using virtual meetings during the pandemic 

and will continue to offer this service.  H. Cox feels virtual meetings are 

more important moving forward especially if Marathon County joins 

SCLS.  She wishes there was more progress in the Bibliovation upgrade 

and is nervous about the new mobile app timeline.  She is curious to see 

if LibLime will do the upgrade in a timely manner and move forward 



with the mobile app.  She is very excited about the customization 

available for libraries with the mobile app.       

b. Was there a program or service that your community responded to (positively or 

negatively)?  

1.  Curbside service has been very popular and they schedule many 

appointments.  She believes they will continue curbside moving 

forward.   

 

2. What did you learn about yourself, your staff, and your community during the COVID-19 Pandemic? 

 

a. What lessons learned will guide you going forward?  

a. She feels patrons have become more comfortable placing and managing their holds as 

a result of the pandemic.  McFarland patrons have been adapting to the COVID-19 

precautions well (masks, curbside).  Patrons do mention they miss being able to 

browse the collection, but they do not plan to reopen the building for browsing until 

the guidelines put forth by Dane County are met.  Their quarantine procedure will not 

be changing anytime soon (not going to 24 hours for materials returned).  They will do 

three days internally and play it by ear, implementing very gradual changes.  Her 

husband drives the Dane County bookmobile and they have also stopped browsing.  

MCF does not have a good spot to set up a browse collection outside.  Patrons don’t 

like to schedule appointments for curbside, but offering blocks of time doesn’t work 

for their staff.  (They only have a few parking spots for curbside).  Pre-pandemic they 

were more used to making plans and tweaking them as they go along (always 

practiced change management).  They have learned to make more decisions at an 

accelerated speed.  She has been impressed with MCF staff being able to turn around 

ideas quickly for virtual programming.  Within a week of closing in March, they had 

implemented virtual programming for kids.  Marketing is a challenging and she learned 

patrons are used to coming in to the building and seeing the flyers as opposed to 

viewing the web site and the library’s Facebook account.  Their adult librarian has had 

some success marketing where you try to target specific groups has been successful.  

An example of this was offering programming by a bird expert.  H. Cox sent 

information about this program to the state wide email list for bird watchers and also 

to the Audubon Society to distribute information.  They have a virtual book club that’s 

struggling to get marketing.  MCF went live on their new web site on October 1 and are 

hoping to use this more to let patrons know about virtual programming.  She’s been so 

busy doing future planning, the budget, and staffing changes that she has been hands 

off with the web site.  (Kelly has been handling this.) 

b. Staff has been handling the changes pretty well as their jobs have changed.  She 

believes that patron behavior won’t go back to “normal” anytime soon as people are 

afraid of getting together in groups.  She has explained to staff that their “old job” has 

now changed going forward.  They expect to continue curbside past the pandemic and 

are working on new workflows/rethinking spaces.  They also plan to continue book 

bundles indefinitely.  They have added more self-checks and expect 80-90% of 

checkout to go through them in the future.  Adaptability seems to be key.  They are 

hosting smaller staff meetings (breaking into smaller groups) and have spent lots of 

time talking about precautions so that staff are comfortable.  She is going to attend 

the upcoming Ryan Dowd program on how to deal with people who don’t want to 

wear masks.  When they reopen, she wants everyone will feel comfortable and have 

enough training to be confident moving forward with library services.               



 

3. Is there anything else you’d like to share or discuss? 

 

She expressed that SCLS staff have been very responsive to everything that has come up during 

the pandemic and things have calmed down for now.  MCF hasn’t had a ton of change recently.  

They are wondering about the budget and after it gets passed, they expect another phase of 

potentially rapid change.  They police department has said they wouldn’t help enforce mask 

policy in the past, but the chief has recently left the position so they are hoping it gets filled with 

someone willing to take COVID-19 and the precautions more seriously.          

 

 

Other information gathered at the visit (interesting tidbits, general impressions of the library, or 

alternative topics): 

 


